This paper describes developmental work on a multi-shaped layout approach for configuring robot work cells in the future. The idea is to configure robot work cells based on the total number of robots and its variations of layouts. At present, the multi-shaped layout of robot work cells is developed by joining two or more robot work cells in the form of a square-shaped layout based on several constraints and conditions. Data on the probable multi-shaped layouts of robot work cells have been tabulated, and the complexity of data for each configuration was compared. Afterward, the configuration with the least complexity was selected to be the optimum configuration concept. As a result, a configuration pattern with a mathematical relation between the number of robots and the number of possible multi-shaped layouts was able to be extracted using MATLAB. The details regarding the development phases of this work are presented. The primary purpose of this work is to provide a configuration concept of robot work cells for assisting system design engineers in configuring robot work cells which could enhance configuration time, minimise human and expert involvement, and capitalise available investment resources in future. This developmental outcome is relevant for inline configurations of robot work cells. The currentoutcomes of this work provide a basic concept for future investigation on developing a flexible configuration system for multiple robot work cells.
INTRODUCTION
Globalisation has created a new environment where all manufacturing competitors around the world have similar opportunities [1] [2] [3] [4] . Consequently, competition happens even though competitors that produce similar products are located in different parts of the world [5] . Particular attention on the productivity and quality of products are given in order to satisfy customer demands [6, 7] . As the result, there is the need for automated manufacturing as a resolution to this type of environment. Due to the fast development of manufacturing automation, the demand for industrial robots is growing annually [8] . In the latest statistic as presented in Figure 1 which was issued by the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) in its 2015 World Robotics report, the utilisation of industrial robots in the manufacturing industry has shown to increase from 2013 to 2016. Following the current trends, they predicted that by 2018, global sales of industrial robots will grow by at least 15% yearly on average [9] . Figure 1 . Worldwide Annual Supply of Industrial Robots [9] .
The continuous increase of industrial robot utilisation has led the industry to face a new challenge in (re-)configuring their current robot work cells, as well as their future cells appropriately [10] . Furthermore, the current market situation is unpredictable and rapidly changes depending on customer demands [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , thus also contributing to the challenge in the configuration process. Configuration is important because it gives a profound impact on the performance of a system; not only on its adaptability to market demands, but also on its reliability, productivity, product quality, and cost. Thus, it is important to understand the impact of the proper selection of robot cell configurations for optimal performance [11] . Based on the common configuration approach, configuring robot work cells requires high costs in terms of investment, commissioning time, level of expert knowledge and human involvement [10, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Therefore, the development of a configuration concept has occurred to develop a flexible configuration system in the future which could solve the recent emergence of configuration challenges. In this study, we present a literature review of the different studies which had undertaken robot work cell configuration, and also present the development in the design of the configuration concept. The proposed configuration concept may assist system design engineers in (re-)configuring robot work cells and improve configuration time, optimise humans' and expert involvement, and capitalise on the available resources for future investments.
Overall Robot Work Cell Configuration
There are only a few studies conducted on the modelling of robot work cells which can be reviewed and used for this research. One of the studies was carried out in [23] . They investigated the problem related to the 2-D layout of single and the multiple-robot cells, along with numerous cell configurations. Thereafter, they proposed a conceptual process for the modelling of a novel layout requirement for restricted problems related to the fixed positioning of moving-arm robots. Afterwards, in [24] , a study was conducted on the designing and positioning of a robot in an environment with obstacles. This work intended to propose a suitable design and position for a robot by considering it as a minimisation problem of the non-attained space in the target landscape. The optimisation variables used in this work were the robot's position, orientation and the Denavit-Hartenberg's parameters. Further improvement is needed to make their work capable for the designing and positioning of more than one robot.
And in [25] , a method for deciding a robot layout has been patented. They invented a method in which the range of a robot's motions is displayed and the layout of the robot is decided upon investigating the interference with obstacles and the robot capability to perform motions on a workpiece. Their method which had focused on a single robot provides a basic idea in configuring robot work cells. In addition, [6] offered an automated planning of a robot work cell layout to enhance the conventional layout planning process and reduce the necessity of user interaction by using the layout planning algorithm. The planning algorithm uses a cube-space and a Cartesian configuration-space. Together with the developed layout, suitable collision-free trajectories are generated. Future improvement of this study could include widening and optimising the layout planning concept for multiple robots.
[26] presented a paper which described a heuristic algorithm for optimising the layout of a robot. The heuristic algorithm is intended to minimise the entire path of travel of a robot arm for a given sequence of operations by determining the relative positions and orientations of the stations in the work cell. Indirectly, this research had managed to minimise the cycle time of a robot work cell and hence, improved its productivity. Further improvements suggested for this work include making it applicable on more than one robot. Additionally, another configuration work in [27] has been found where an algorithm for deciding the optimal location of a robotic manipulator inside a work cell for the least time of composed movement was proposed. The algorithm utilises a simple principle of coordinated motion to gauge the time of a joint interpolated motion. The outcomes of the robot optimal placement could improve the cycle time of a robotic operation by as much as 25%. Yet, future work is needed in modelling or testing the algorithms for the cooperation of multiple robots. Besides that, [28] had aimed to design a compact work cell (spatial requirement) and minimise the task completion time (temporal requirement). This work had intended to achieve a high throughput with minimal work cell space. They showed the effectiveness of the proposed method through simulations. However, further study on optimisation is needed, especially from the safety aspect. Also, [29] presented an optimal placement for defined tasks in a robotic manipulator workspace. They applied the response surface methodology for path translation and path rotation. Based on their approach, the authors also developed a robotic optimisation tool as an add-in to RobotStudio. Their method was verified properly by optimising the positioning of industrial robots and their paths in 4 different showcases to attain minimal cycle time.
Additionally, [30] presented work on the optimisation of multi-robot work cell layout in a vertical section plane which was used to manufacture the outer surface of a large fuselage panel. The purpose of this work was to maximize the overlapped workspace of two robots without having a collision between the robots and work pieces. This approach was able to achieve a layout that yielded reasonable positions for two robots, and it was tested on an existing layout. However, this work can only be used on two robots only. In another study [31] , a process and system for the optimisation of different workstation positions in an industrial robot work cell was presented. In this work, a system and optimisation process for the work cell layout included one or many tasks, and the industrial robot used for carrying out these tasks was tested. Their work had aimed to improve the robot performance and improve the robotic work cell productivity. Next, a unique layout approach was proposed using the Differential Evolution (DE) for solving the Facility Layout Planning (FLP). The robotic work cell layout was one FLP example that was described in this report. The mathematical FLP model is subjected to many constraints, thus the optimisation objective was proposed and the digital simulation platform in the case of an automated layout optimisation was developed to accomplish a 3-D visualisation demonstration of the optimal layout [32] . Moreover, [33] proposed a new approach for the simultaneous design of multi-robot cells for spot welding and the generation of related robot motions. This method intends to present a radical change in the traditional way of solving problems. The problems addressed in this work were; (a) reduction in design time and cell installation time, (b) homogeneity of provided solutions due to the high formalisation granted by the approach, (c) high independence from operator's skill and knowledge, and (d) better ability to explain operated choices to final client. However, this work needs to optimize cell design and motion planning. An optimal robot placement for task execution was introduced in [34] to optimise the base position of an industrial robot with the objective to reach all predefined tasks and minimise cycle time. They also integrated the robotinverse kinematics and collision avoidance using a derivative-free optimisation algorithm. This approach had successfully provided a feasible solution in improving the cycle time of a robot station by placing the robot in an optimal position. However, ongoing work needs to focus on the optimisation of several robot placement and on the automatic creation of optimised robot programs. Another configuration work was introduced in [16] where the FraRWCC framework for determining the workspace and safe working area of the robot was proposed. The purpose of their work is to provide a fast and simple configuration method for a safe robot working area. The developed framework is capable of presenting 3D simulation of a robot work cell, but it is only concentrated on linear (straight) arrangements and for up to four robots.
Issues on the Future Improvement of Earlier Works
From the research reviewed, it is clear that various configuration methods have been proposed. However, many issues have arisen and need to be taken into account in order to make further improvements in the future. The raised issues are the configuration time [24, 26, 30, 34] , human involvement [6, 24, 26, 28, 30] and some other investments like workspace, costs, or automatic creation [23, 25, 29, 32, 33, 35] . In this work, we propose a robot work cell configuration concept which is simple and easy to understand by end users. The needed level of expertise to deal with the configuration concept is also optimised. Additionally, we created a configuration concept which involves up to ten robots and include safety measures. We also intend to provide robot work cell configuration information to design engineers as it can maybe assist in improving future configuration time and optimising future investment. Figure 2 shows a flow chart that summarises the overall development of the multi-shaped layout approach used in configuring the robot work cell. Basically, it comprises of three phases which are framework design, constraint definition, and framework development. The framework design of a multi-shaped layout begins with the identification of shape and safety area of the robot work cell. Afterwards, the development of the multi-shaped layout approach is continued by defining the framework constraints and conditions. Lastly, the framework of the robot work cell's configuration is developed. The multishaped layout is formed by joining one or more single robot work cells in the form of equal squares side by side according to the quantity of robots used. The number of possible multi-shaped layouts is calculated and tabulated to represent the pattern with the respective number of robots used for four different configurations. The results of the configurations were compared and the configuration with the least complexity presentation will be selected. In this phase, a polyominoes study in [34] is taken as a reference due to its use as an identical design concept. Afterward, the configuration pattern and its mathematical relationship are extracted using MATLAB.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Development of Configuration Design
Figure 2. Overall design development
Identification of Robot Work Cell
The workspace of an industrial robot must be taken into consideration in the formation of an industrial robot work cell configuration. Workspace refers to the reachable areas where the industrial robot can move and work within a safe zone. The size of the workspace determines the boundaries of reach and the safety area for human workers to enter while performing tasks [36] . Figure 3 represents the 2D workspace of a single robot layout with its safety measure which is used in this work. This is considered as a square-shaped layout. For the general representation of a robot work cell, an articulated robot is taken as reference because it is one of the most widely used robots in many industries. In addition, only two auxiliary equipment are considered in this representation which are robot tooling and work piece. The formula developed by [37] serves as the basic idea for the safety measure of the robot work cell, where it is the key to the formulation of a multi-shaped robot work cell and its configuration pattern. In addition, it will help users to determine the overall safe working area, Asafe of the desired layout during installation. 
Determination of Configuration Constraints
To provide a reliable solution to this work, the following constraints are taken into account:
A. Complex Conditions
From the preliminary case study of this work, complex conditions are identified by joining two robot work cells in the form of a square-shaped layout in various perspectives. Complex arrangements of robot work cell layouts are not considered in this work due to the difficulty in examining the trend of robot work cell configuration. Complex 
arrangements may refer to arrangements in the form of the perspectives presented in Table 1 . Table 1 . Complex arrangement perspectives.
Num. Arrangement Shape Figure of Arrangement 1. Corner arrangement
The corner arrangement refers to the positioning of robot work cells by joining the edge of a robot work cell with the edge of another robot work cell.
Half facing arrangement
The half facing arrangement refers to the positioning of a robot work cell by facing half of the length of two robot work cells to each other. In other words, the upper half of one robot work cell will face the bottom half of the other robot work cell.
Diagonal arrangement
The diagonal arrangement refers to the positioning of two joined robot work cells in a sloping pose. The angle of the sloping pose is between 1 to 89 degrees.
Mix-arrangement
Mix-arrangement refers to the positioning of robot work cells by joining one robot work cell linearly to a slanted robot work cell.
B. Number of Robots Used,
Another consideration is the limitation on the number of industrial robots working within a work cell. For the purpose of this work, a maximum cap was put on ten industrial robots. The ten industrial robots are sufficient to form patterns of robot work cell configurations.
C. Auxiliary Equipment
For this work, only two auxiliary equipment are considered in the robot work cell layout which are robot tooling and work piece.
Design of Configuration Conditions
The configuration is developed in a simple linear arrangement. The general configuration consists of a plane geometric figure formed by joining one or more equal squares side by side. It is a poly form whose cells are squares. Two conditions are taken into account in this configuring work which is dual-and mirror-conditions. In the early stage of the condition representation, one robot work cell is used as reference. The detailed description is discussed below.
A. Dual Condition
A dual condition is represented as one of the layout conditions that may be viewed from either the horizontal or vertical perspective. It presents the same shape layout but with different orientations. 1. The horizontal layout can be defined as a display of an assortment of breadth by rows and an assortment of depth by columns conversely, while 2. The vertical layout can be defined as a display of an assortment of depth by rows and an assortment of breadths by column. With the presence of these two conditions, four different configurations were examined, and the complexity was compared and analyzed. The configurations are: A. Configuration with both dual and mirror conditions, 1 B. Configuration without dual and with mirror condition, 2 C. Configuration with dual and without mirror condition, 3 D. Configuration without both dual and mirror conditions, 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Multi-Shaped Layout
The proposed approach was adopted to design 2D robot work cells according to the quantity of robots used. Table 2 represents all possible layouts that use up to two robots. The purpose of presenting only two industrial robots is to give an overview of the available configurations. Later on, data of possible robot work cell layouts for up to ten robots will be presented. At this stage, a polyominoes study in [35] [38] was taken as reference as it provides the same design approach as this work. Polyominoes refer to the figures formed using the congruent squares placed so that the squares share a side.
A. Condition 1: Configuration with Both Dual and Mirror Conditions, 1 . Table 2 illustrates the linear arrangements of robot work cell layouts for the configuration of both dual and mirror conditions. The robot work cell layouts are developed separately for the dual condition (horizontal and vertical). Meanwhile, for the mirror condition, the robot work cell layout can be developed using both theaxis and -axis in the same figure. From the above figure, it can be concluded that a layout can be drawn into another two layouts in the form of horizontal and vertical conditions, while each of it can be drawn into another four layouts using the mirror condition. To sum up, the usage of one robot is possible to create another eight robot work cell layouts, while by using two robots, it is possible to create another eight layouts using the two conditions. Table 3 illustrates the linear arrangement of robot work cell layouts for the without dual but with mirror condition configuration. The robot work cell layout was developed for the mirror condition using both the -axis and -axis in the same figure. From the above figure, it can be concluded that the usage of one robot is possible to create another four robot work cell layouts, while when using two robots, it is also possible to create another four layouts using the mirror condition. Table 4 illustrates the linear arrangement of the robot work cell layout under the dual condition configuration. The robot work cell's layout was developed in the horizontal and vertical positions. The above figure shows that the usage of one robot is possible to create another two robot work cell layouts, while using two robots, it is possible to create another two layouts using the dual condition. D. Condition 4: Configuration without Both Dual and Mirror Conditions, 4 Table 5 . Multi-Shape Designed Layout with Condition 4 Table 5 illustrates the linear arrangement of a robot work cell layout for the configuration of without both dual and mirror conditions. The dual and mirror conditions were selected to be the constraints for this configuration. From the above figure, it shows that the usage of one robot is possible to create a single layout of the robot work cell, and with the use of two robots, it is also possible to create a single layout under these conditions. 
C. Condition 3: Configuration without Dual and with Mirror Condition, 3
Complexity
Configuring robot work cell based on a multi-shaped layout approach Table 6 represents the data on the possible configurations using ten robots with respect to certain conditions. The complexity of these four configurations was compared. The complex configurations may refer to the behavior of configurations which is intricate and hard to model. By comparing these four configurations, the configuration without dual and mirror conditions was selected as the most optimal because it has the least complicated configuration where identical shapes or arrangements of robot work cell layout were eliminated. The selected configuration condition is highlighted in Table 6 . This theoretical development information may assist design engineers in the initial stages of the design and configuration of robot work cells.
Mathematical Model
Prior to the development of a multi-shaped layout, a line graph with a mathematical model of the configuration pattern was developed based on the relationship between the number of robots, and the number of configurations, . The configuration pattern is illustrated by using MATLAB. The line graph and mathematical model are illustrated in 
The norm of residuals for the plotted graph is 9.0353 −13 . A high degree of the polynomial will result in a low norm. A smaller norm will cause over fitting. Figure 8 illustrates the residual plot of the 9 ℎ polynomial graph. Each residual is the difference between an ordinate data value and a corresponding fit value at a specific abscissa value. It is used to measure the goodness of basic fit laying on the actual graph. The proposed mathematical relationship has been evaluated using the same tool by inserting the Nr to get the Nc. From the evaluation plot in Figure 9 , it can be concluded that the evaluation results (y = f(x)) meet the actual values (data1) which is the number of configurations, for 4 presented in the Table 6 . Thus, the proposed mathematical relationship is accepted for this approach. The developed mathematical model can assist in determining the trend of selected configurations of robot work cells and also in predicting the number of configurations for more than ten robots. 
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this work attempts to give an initial conceptual approach for future work in (re-)configuring multi-robot work cells. This work represents the multi-shaped layout configuration which is developed through joining one or more equal squares side-by-side according to the quantity of robots used. The multi-shaped layout configuration concept was later optimised by eliminating the identical shape or arrangement of the robot work cell layout. This configuration concept involves a simple arrangement condition wherein configurations with the corner, half facing, diagonal and mix arrangement are excluded to reduce the complexity of the development. The pattern of the developed configuration and its mathematical relationship between the number of robots and the number of configurations or in other words, the number of variation shapes were successfully extracted using MATLAB. The mathematical relationship produced can support design engineers during the configuration of inline robot work cells, especially in determining the number of possible optimal robot work cell configurations Nc according to the number of robots, Nr. Nonetheless, further research in platform implementation is needed to further optimise the approach and make it suitable for real applications in the industry.
